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To Yanis V.

Democracy in Europe Movement 2025, (DiEM25) has an interest in people. It has especially 
an interest in people who are: outside the establishment, outside authoritarian xenophobic 
groups , and are Europeans . I’m all those things, so let’s see my reactions to your political 
movement. 

The declared goal of DiEM25 is what it says in its name: Democracy in Europe by 2025. 
The term democracy has so many meanings, and shades of meaning, that it’s just too fuzzy 
for comfort. Among other things, there is hardly an establishment party without the reference 
to democratic commitment featuring prominently in its declarations. 
Decade after decade, the democratically elected governments in dozens of European countries
break their promises to the electorates, and gradually destroy the civilised processes and the 
rule of law. They do it despite facing democratic elections. Indeed, once they break their 
electoral promises, they get voted back to power by “the demos.” That is a proof, as good as a
mortal being can get, that democratic elections, as such, are NOT a solution for government’s 
lack of accountability.

That DiEM25 is for democracy, declaratively against the establishment and has nice looking 
members makes it only not-worse than the current establishment (let us recall: Macron and 
Syriza were also anti-establishment). The only difference I see are your economic programs, 
and your personal character. You can be kicked out or marginalised, your programs betrayed, 
and borrowed. So, what’s essential? 

For a left and center-left movement founded by an economist, it is strange to see the solution 
in exclusively cultural-sociological concepts like “bringing back participatory democracy,” 
rather than to look for a key solution in the material reality. 

During the run up to the invasion on Iraq in 2003, a friend engineer 
(http://clive.semmens.org.uk ) noted that there IS actually a way for the British people to 
prevent their government from participating in the aggression : it requires c. 30% of the 
population to turn on their electric appliances at the same time, which would bring a collapse 
of the nation’s energy system. With conscientiousness and advance measures, the hazards 
from such an enterprise can be brought to everyday levels.
That’s what looks like a piece of the puzzle you and we need to solve: 

How to create a deterrent against the establishment betraying the electorate.  How to keep the 
representatives genuinely answerable to the people and the whole society.  



The only way achieve that accountability is to 
1 have a technical and mental readiness for taking the power from the government by force
2 that can work _only_ by making hard to near-impossible :
21 mob rule, 
22 the majority trampling over the rights of the minority, 
23 a minority taking over power in a coup, 
24 foreign meddling of inordinate degree ... …
The list may go on. 

This way should be sought, devised, developed, promoted, maintained … and when it 
becomes compromised, it should be replaced. It’s analogous to the arms race between military
powers. It’s even more analogous to you keeping your eye on your own alternative/deterrent  
in your negotiations with the EU oligarchs. 

It looks incredible that DiEM25 might be a genuine movement without turning to such means.

……..

My suspicion in DiEM25’s democratic commitment is further enforced by DiEM’s regular 
use of the term “progressive.” For “progressive” to have meaning, there must also be non-
progressives. Between them, participatory democracy led by progressives will always give 
advantage to the progressives. Progressives, the self-declared ones, are by definition people 
who think they have the right answer and the other side is wrong, irrespective of any future 
dialogue. Such dialogue doesn’t even need to start, the truth is settled enough according to the
worldview that oneself is progressive. 

Progressives believe we’re in a time of huge, and most fateful crisis. In crisis, - the thinking 
naturally follows - the progressives must take priority over the nonprogresives,  because the 
fate of Europe and humanity is at stake. Just think of the victimised women and children if the
non-progresives win. Of course you’re intolerant of the others, because they are not 
progressives like you. You, Yanis, say that among them there is a mass of real Nazis. Who 
wouldn’t kill a new Hitler while there is still time?

Despite concerns about violent incidents, our hearts go to the progressives. Societies are made
mostly with hearts. There is a slippery slope from disliking the socially designated non-
progressive, to forgetting to call him to the meeting, to moving him for protection and 
security to a camp, to his dying in the camp due to an unfortunate misunderstanding. You 
never wanted to understand him. Otherwise you wouldn’t call yourself a progressive. 

As we speak, you don’t want to understand, and are guilty of slander against people who 
think differently than you. Here is a blog of one such person: one of the most popular alt-
Righters in the world: http://voxday.blogspot.com/2017/11/the-power-of-omninationalism.html 

To confirm that your eyes aren’t deceiving you, I'll say that here he is thanked by an African 
for helping him get on the right path in life. They have an exchange that is informal and 
friendly. This blog is visited with 100,000 visits per day. There are dozens of comments in the
comments section: hardly any is negative.
Your referring to the alt-Right as essentially racist is an inflammatory spread of falsehoods 
that brings the likelihood of armed conflicts in Europe ever closer.

I can wish for progress, and I can work hoping for progress with all my heart. 
I can NOT know that it will happen. Even less sure I can be that I myself am an agent of 
progress in the wider society, while some other people are definitely NOT (which is what 



being progressive consists of).  And when I sometimes do assume that all those things are 
true, I’m ashamed to say that in front of others, because it’s so presumptuous and egotistic. 

To call oneself progressive is to be shamelessly presumptuous and egotistic.

Yes, progress is something I yearn for – and I’m also wedded to the bedrock notion of the 
Western democratic philosophical tradition which says, “I know that I know practically 
nothing.” I want to to keep to keep alive this tradition of intellectual humility, based on the 
acceptance that I can not assume I know the right answers. Especially of, arguably, the most 
complex problems of all, the social problems.

Intolerance of different opinions is at the heart of the notion of “progressive.”

For, if I assume I’m a progressive, automatically everyone who thinks differently from me is 
a factor of either stagnation, or regress.

“We are progressives” = We’re “Brights,” Richard Dawkins’ term for atheists

“We are progressives” = “We’re the righteous ones”

You’re just dumb and arrogant

Or are just giving yourselves compliments.

By the use of that term you repel everyone who has a moderate-to-strong feeling of humility 
and is intelligent enough to read you with comprehension. Like my acquaintance, your 
colleague, a London-based mathematician. To quote him:

“The giveaway is the use of "progressive" as if it means anything. Actually it does: 
but its meaning is performative rather than substantive. It communicates that the 
speaker regards him or herself as on the side of the Good (also quaintly presumed to 
be the side of History) and is proffered to the like-minded in a quasi-confessional way
to reinforce group identity and the the difference between Us and Them (heretics, 
deviants, the wicked).“

Humility is, or used to be, a virtue.

And it looks that DiEM25 functions, in practice, with a role very aligned with the 
establishment. It looks like you have unwittingly set on a course to become establishment’s 
Trojan horse. That may help answer my puzzlement, how come you’re anti-establishment 
while being featured so often in the establishment media.

Your describing yourselves as progressives is a useful filter to keep out all those who are 
discerning about what the term means, and too decent to accept it. Any self-styled progressive
movement is firmly on a course to become an alliance of fools, self-deceiving narcissists, and 
outright crooks.

And since people determine a movement, NOT its declared programs and promises, that’s 
crucial. 

Such are my observations and views. I hope you’ll read the paper carefully and will 
make your own judgement. 

With Best wishes, IK


